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with p, =1, ~ ~ ~, 4. a& are the Pauli spin matrices
(p, =1, 2, 3) and the unit matrix (p=4). q /Iql
and n (k, q) form an orthogonal tetrad (1q I' =q, '
- q ). In particular, we have (see below)

V (k, q) = y(k, q), V (k, q) + V '(k, q) = 2 "(u(k, q)
(3)

where y and & stand for the corresponding vec-
tor mesons.

A matrix element of M(q) is written as M~~(q),
o, g=l, ~ ~ ~, 6, and we have~ M/(q) =0. With
this notation, the 56 representation of SU(6)
which unites'~' the baryon octet (b) and decuplet
(d) is written as B~~&(q); the anti-particle's are
B~g (q). In both cases there is total symmetry
inn, P, andy.

We turn to the (B,B,M) vertex in the pure SU(6)
limit, where all B's have mass M~ and all M's
have p~. This vertex will, for example, con-
tain the minimal coupling of protons to p~ which

alize to gpss pp„'. The ge~~ral (b, b, V

vertex also contains v ~qv coupling, which we
leave aside for the moment. At low energies
this minimal part of the vertex will then con-
tain only the s wave (bb V) and -the p-wave (bbP)

In this note we pursue further the consequences
of the assumption that strong interactions are
spin and unitary spin (E-spin) independent. '~' In
particular we discuss the meson-baryon vertex
and some subgroups of SU(6).

Within a representation of SU(6), states of
given four-momentum may be partially labeled
by the eigenvalues of five commuting elements
in the Lie algebra, ~ for which we may take (S;
= spin~ Eg = E spin) S~~ Es~ Es~ SSE~~ S~E8 ~

In this approach, a Fourier component PB (q)
of the pseudoscalar octet (A, B =1,2, 3 are the
SU(3)-tensor indices, q is the momentum) is
united with a Fourier component VB (k, q) of the
vector nonet ((S~) =k = -1,0, 1 is a polarization in-
dex) in the representation 35 of SU(6), described
by a 6 & 6 matrix M(q) given by

M(q) = o M (q),

coupling. The minimal vertex is unique and has
the form (for given Fourier components of the
fields)

8 (v ) = O; a (n ) —s (a ) = O. (5)
p, A '

p, vA v p. A

By simultaneous reduction in spin and E-spin
we can decompose (4) into b, d and P, V. We state
some results for this minimal vertex.

(1) (bbV). Its strength is normalized as noted
above. Hence, from the fact that p is coupled to
the conserved isospin current, g is determined
by the rate for p —2m. Thus'

2g
4m

(6)

The coupling is pure E, as '0 is conserved [see
Eq (5) l.

(2) (bbP). As noted before~ this is a, mixture of
D and E. We eall their ratio (D/E)~ and find

(D/E)

This ratio will reappear in the weak decays if
we assume that the same axial vector current is
involved in weak interactions.

In order to define the total strength of this
coupling we again go to low energies and con-
sider the p-wave term go~op Vw /p~. We find

g~ = 5g/3~' (8)

As g is not renormalized, the same is true for
gA. This comes about because 'U and 6 currents
can transform into each other in the SU(6) limit.
In order to go from gA to the pseudoscalar con-
stant g&&, we use the central mass values of
SU(6). In this way we get

g 25 ~2M i g
4m 9 I F00 ) 4w
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J (-q)M (q) = 6gB (p)B (p')M (q),
y 5 nPy

q=P

J is the baryon part of the strong current. The
full current, which also contains M terms, can be
decomposed into an axial current octet (8 )&
and a vector current nonet ('0 )& by the method

p,

of Eq. (2). We have
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Using Eq. (6) and mean masses M00 = 1100 MeV,

p» ——700 MeV, we get gps'/4w = 12.5. We do not
attach significance to the precise value, but be-
lieve that the estimate is fair and the result en-
cour aging.

(3) (dbP). This d-decay vertex is also contained
in Eq. (4). Its strength is related to the width I'»
of N»* by the following formula'.

12 g A -m m
r„=—"25 4m

(10)

The true masses mN and m~ for nucleon and N~*
enter through the usual device of using the true
phase space. gP& is defined by Eq. (9). With the
factor in square brackets =1, we get I'~-60 MeV.
This is of the right order, but these d widths can-
not be too precise in the symmetry limit, as we
know from' the properties of Y,*-Z+v.

(4) (ddP) and (dd V). The p-wave transition
N*++(Ss = qs) -N~++(q~) + mo and the corresponding
S-wave transition with a p each have strength
3g. Thus there is strong direct d-P and d-V in-
teraction. It would be interesting to know whether
this could explain to some extent the different
value for (D/F)A found here as compared to other
estimates. ~

Remarks. —(i) The above considerations can be
readily extended to include induced terms. Since
in the low-energy limit the vertex is SU(6)-invar-
iant for each partial wave, the static limit is ob-
tained by taking the 8-wave contribution of the
minimal vector meson coupling together with the
contribution of the induced pseudoscalar meson
coupling. For the p wave the induced vector
meson Pauli term completes the minimal pseudo-
scalar term.

(ii) For each partial wave the four-point func-
tion for 8-M scattering contains only three inde-
pendent amplitudes. Likewise, B-B scattering
can be expressed in terms of four independent
amplitudes. This implies a large number of
selection rules.

We now turn to the discussion of an important
subgroup of SU(6), which we denote by W(Y)
Q SU(4)(T) S SU(2)(X). To define this subgroup
we follow the usual procedure to study the alge-
bra associated with the fundamental (6-dimen-
sional) representation. Let

X~=,'(I+ i), g=(4/vS)Z, +,'.

Thus g'=1, &+'=A~, X+A =A A.+=0. W(Y) has
the elements A. , A. . SU(4)(T) is generated by
X+Sz, E~, and g+S~Ei (i, @ =1,2, 3), and SU(2)(X)

byX =p S.
In Table I we list for some of the representa-

tions of SU(6) those representations of SU(4)(T)
Ia SU(2)(X) which correspond to a definite eigen-
value of A+E, . We recall that v, &, and p form
the adjoint 15-dimensional representation of
SU(4)(T) while y is a scalar under SU(4)(T). Con-
versely, the requirement that the physical y and
&u belong to definite representations of SU(4)(T)
defines the mixing of the "unphysical" SU(3) sin-
glet ro' ' and the octet member y"', for these phys-
ical mesons. Equation (3) is in accordance with
this choice.

N appears in a 20 representation, together with
N*. This differs from Vfigner's assignment for
the nucleon which was also provisionally used
earlier. ~ It is most probable that signer's theory
appears as a valid approximation to the SU(6)
model in the nonrelativistic limit.

Table I. SU(4) multiplets in SU{6).

Representationsa and
dimensions of SU{6)

(X&Z2Z3qX&), Ds

Representations and
dimensions of SV(4)(T)

(PP'P"), D4

Repre sentation of
SV(2)(x)

X
G'-parity
O'=G) Particles

(10000), 6

(ioooi), 3s

(30000), 56

a
Defined as in reference i.
Defined as in reference 11.

(11i)
{000), 1

(iio), i5

(ooo), 1

(000), 1

-1
+1
+1
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In the fourth column of Table I, we list for the
mesons &, ~, p, and cp the eigenvalues of the
operator G'= G], where G is the usual G parity.
Just as G is convenient for dealing with (w, p, cu),

so G' will be convenient for dealing simultaneous-
ly with (w, p, ~) and y. For these particles G'

coincides with Bronzan and Low's number A.
The (N, N) system is closed under G', and so
are each of the systems (E,R), (K*,Z*), (N~, N*),
and (0, 0). The other particles involved (for ex-
ample the q) are all definite mixtures of states
even and odd under G'. The behavior of all parti-
cles under G' is therefore fully specified and
hence G' provides selection rules in the SU(4)
limit. For example, the reactions ~+N -N+n7T
+cp, N+N-1V+X+n~+y, and N+N-n~+y should
be suppressed compared to the corresponding w

reactions. On the other hand, y -K+K and K
+p-A+nm+y are "allowed"; that is, not SU(4)-
inhibited relative to ~. All these results appear
to be in qualitative agreement with experiment.
It may be stressed that these consequences of the
theory carry no restrictions on particles present
in intermediate states.

The reduction of the two-meson product (110)
x(110) in SU(4)(T) is worth noting. It yields (in
terms of dimensions) 1+15+15+20+45+45~+84.
The 20, which is characterized by the representa-
tion (2, 0, 0), has (T, S) content (1, 1)+(1,5)+(5, 1)
+(3, 3) and thus contains an isoscalar of spin 2

which could be identified with the f0(1250 MeV)
with positive parity. If this is correct, then the
20+ would also contain an isotriplet of axial vec-
tor mesons. However, as was the case for higher
baryon resonances, ' one must be prepared for a
possible nonuniqueness. Thus in the present'0
case, the 84 also contains a (1, 5).

Finally, we note that SU(6) invariance may also
prove useful in the analysis of nuclear forces.
In the static limit the mesons (p, w, v) will still
generate SU(4)(T)-invariant Majorana forces be-
tween nucleons. y will not contribute in the limit
of perfect symmetry, while a contribution to
signer forces will arise from g exchange. While
SU(4)(T) allows for an arbitrary mixture of Wig-
ner versus Majorana forces, SU(6) invariance

makes this mixture unique. It would be interesting
to investigate the relationship with the Berber mix-
ture" of nuclear forces.

One of us (F.G.) would like to thank Dr. R. Ser-
ber for many stimulating discussions. Details of
this work will be published elsewhere. '3
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After completion of this work, one of us (F.G. ) was
informed by Dr. B. Sakita that he, independently, had
the idea of extending Wigner's supermultiplet theory
to elementary particles and putting the mesons in the
adjoint representation of SU(6) .
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